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According to the rules of Rechtschaffen and Kales
sleep spindles have a frequency range from 12 to 14 Hz.
A sinusoidal appearance with a duration of at least 0.5
second are typical attributes. Sleep spindles are almost
always observed in the neighborhood of K-complexes.
They are present in the sleep of 5-month-old infants, and
develop with age between 3 and 5 years of age a faster
negative component appears and continues to increase
until adolescence. Another change occurs in adults
before 30 years of age their frequency and amplitude is
higher than in older people particularly those over 50
years of age. Visual recognition of k-complex and
spindle in an all night sleep EEG is time consuming,
difficult and specialist depend on the task.

Abstract - The K-complex and sleep spindle are the transient
EEG waveforms that contributes to the assessment of sleep
stage-2. Due to the non stationary and non linear behaviour of
the brain signals, it is very difficult to study the characteristics
of these transients manually. We present an automated
detection approach based on wavelet decomposition and
Teager Energy Operator (TEO).The performance of this
method is considerably efficient & is a hardware independent
solution for the biomedical signal processing field.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sleep EEG is a medical imaging tool used to diagnose the
brain disorders and to study the sleep characteristics. Since
the discovery of the Electroencephalogram (EEG) by the
German psychiatrist Hans Berger in 1924, extensive studies
about electrical activity of the human brain have been
carried out. One of these studies corresponds to sleep stage
classification. Sleep stages description and classification
have been defined by a standard system scoring according
to Rechtschaen and Kales, 1968. This system classify sleep
in three main stages, awake stage, sleep stage REM (rapid
eye movements) and NREM (non rapid eye movements)
which is divided in four stages as will be stated next. Awake
stage,stage 1,stage 2 and stage 3 [1].The k-complex and
spindle occurs in sleep stage 2 is our key point of interest[2]
. K-complexes are relative large
amplitud (± 100µv)
waves with a duration of 0.5 sec. In sleep analysis, the
scoring of stage 2 is evidenced by the presence of one or
more K-complexes.This EEG waveform has a well-outlined
negative sharp wave, immediately followed by a positive
component. Sleep spindles are the low amplitude waves
patterns seen in the sleep stage 2 [3],[4].

II. METHODOLOGY
A.EEG data acquisition
The implementation process is carried out using the
database available in the physonet website. The database
was in EDF format,it is converted into ascii format for
the MATLAB 7.9 compatibility.The raw signal is then
segemented according to the Rechtschaen and Kales[
1968] sleep stage classification standard.The segmented
stage 2 signal is filtered using 3rd order Savitzky-Golay
Filter. Savitzky-Golay filtering can be thought of as a
generalized moving average. Savitzky-Golay smoothing
filters are typically used to smooth out a noisy signal.
This filter is also called a digital smoothing polynomial
filter or a least-squares smoothing filter. The SavitzkyGolay filtering method is often used with frequency data
or with spectroscopic (peak) data. Multi resolution
analysis or subband coding is done on the filtered signal
using Wavelet decomposition.

B. Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform gives both time and frequency
representation of the EEG.Here different frequencies are
analyzed at different resolution. The wavelet transform
k- gives us multi resolution description of the signal [6] .It
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addresses the problems of nonstationary signals and hence
is practically suited for EEG signal processing. In wavelet
transform, the time-domain signal is passed from various
high pass and low pass filters, which filter out either high
frequency or low frequency portions of the signal. This
procedure is repeated, every time some portion of the signal
corresponding to some frequencies being removed from the
signal. This process is known as the decomposition of
signal.
Here we use the daubechies mother wavelet with a tap of
4.Since the k-complex has very low frequency of 0.5-2 Hz,
the analysis of 0-2 Hz band of EEG data will be adaquate to
localize the k-complex.Similaraly for the sleep spindles
have around 12-14 Hz activity.therefore the analysis of 8-16
Hz band of EEG data is suitable[7].The wavelet
decomposition tree is shown in the figure 2.

III. Work flow
The complete flow of the implemantation is given in
fig.2
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After the wavelet decomposition, TEO is applied to
CD3 and CA5 coefficients in order to detect the spindle
and k-complex waveform respectively. The obtain
spindle and k-complex are as shown in figure 6 and 8.
The location that doesnot contain spindle and k-complex
waveform shows the zero result
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IV. RESULTS
According to the work flow (fig.2) various results
obtained at each stage shown below

K-complex
Fig.2: Wavelet decomposition
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C. Teager Energy operator
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The Teager Energy Operator (TEO) is a powerful
nonlinear operator,capable to extract the signal energy
based
on
the
mechanical
and
phyical
consideration[4][5].The TEO , Ts(n) is obtained from the
second derivative of the original signal s ( n) .
Ts(n)=

s

2

(n)

x 10

s (n -1) s (n+1)
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This operator stress on local maxima and supresses the
smooth transition and increases the SNR.After appling the
amplitude and duration control to the TEO output,the
location that contains the k-complex and spindle can be
eaisily seen.
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Fig 5. K-complex signal obtained after wavelet decomposition
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V. CONCLUSION
In this work we present the segementation of the raw
EEG data acoording to the rules of R&K(1968). The
detection of k-complex and sleep spindle using the
wavelet decmposition and TEO is done along with the
proper amplitude and duration control to localize these
transients.This automatic computerized process
provides quantitative,objective,reproducible results for
every subject. The modular set-up of the intelligent
detection system can be expanded further, and also
enables the recognition of further significant EEG
patterns and sleep stages.
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Fig 8.TEO output for spindle

The table 1 shows the sensitivity and specificity obtained
for the sleep spindle and K-complex detection.
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